Job title

Assistant Timer for Pacers Running

Reports to

Kris Utt, Operations Manager for Pacers Running

Pacers Running Mission
Pacers Running is a locally owned running brand that operates as industry leaders in both the
running specialty and running events markets. We own and fully produce numerous marquee
events in the Washington DC area and partner with many more.
It is our goal to continue to expand our presence in the events market and look to add new talent
to our experienced team.
The Ideal Candidate Will Have:
- Must have weekend availability - typical report time on race day is 6AM
- Must be able to lift and move 20lbs
- Must work well under pressure (live events experience would be a bonus)
- Must moderate computer efficiency
Job Requirements Would Include:
The position consists largely of but is not limited to the primary roles listed below:
Secondary Lead on Race-Day
- The initial role of this job is to develop an individual that can oversee the setup of the
timing equipment and ensure that everything works once setup as well as overseeing the
flow of the registration, if being managed by the client.
- This role would also include acting as the on-site lead to help interface with the client and
the hired staff in the event that they have basic questions regarding procedure on race
day.
- This role will included being asked to load and unload the timing vehicles from time-totime as well as driving the truck to the event when needed.
Assistant Timer
- It is a primary goal of this position to develop secondary timers to fill out our race day
staff and expand the number of teams we can deploy on any given weekend.
- It will be requested from time-to-time to have sit down training sessions to go over the
basics of the timing software and equipment before practicing these skill on race day
under supervision.
Working conditions
The nature of this job will require the individual to be outside during inclement weather, i.e. rain,
wind, snow, cold, but will never be asked to work in a dangerous environment as well as working
non-traditional hours including early mornings, late night, weekends, and holidays.
Benefits

